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Day 1   
The person who wrote this letter we call Hebrews had some pretty strong 
words to say about money. Circle the words in the verse that stand out to you.

How about the word “controlled?” Have you ever thought about the fact that 
money—or stuff—can control you?

It’s not wrong to have things on your “wish list.” But that can get dangerous 
when what you want becomes the most important thing—when it starts to 
control you. That’s why the writer of this letter is encouraging us to be happy, 
or content, with what we have.

The only things that can make you truly content aren’t things at all. Your 
relationships with people—and your relationship with God—will last and last. 
They’ll grow over time.

That’s why, in the second half of this verse, the writer of Hebrews reminds us 
about something that happened back in the Old Testament, when Moses 
reminded the Israelites that God would be with them as they entered the 
Promised Land. What was true for them back then was also true when the 
writer of Hebrews wrote these words. It’s also true for us today.

GOD WILL NEVER LEAVE YOU.
HE WILL NEVER DESERT YOU.

Stuff can’t keep you happy or make you content . . . but He can!

LIVE
FOR GOD

Have you ever wandered through the toys and games section of a 
superstore? It’s funny how you notice things you just HAVE to have . . . even 
though you didn’t know they existed five seconds before.

Adults do this, too. You know at the checkout line in the grocery store, 
how there are all those candy bars, drinks, and magazines? That’s because 
people can’t resist picking up a soda or some quick sugar. It’s called an 
“impulse buy.” It makes you feel good . . . for a little while, anyway.

The truth is, you do get a little bit of a thrill when you get what you want. 
But like anything good in life, there’s a dark side to it too. There’s no magic 
amount of stuff that will ever feel like enough. So you keep buying and 
wanting more . . . buying and wanting more . . . times infinity.

That’s why it’s so important for you to get in the habit, right now, of choosing 
to be content. It’s important to spend time with God, so you remember that 
He’s the only one who can really make you feel content and satisfied on the 
inside.

Instead of noticing all the things you want, decide to be okay with what you 
already have. It’ll change the way you live, for the better!

READ HEBREWS 13:5
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You’ve lived a few years by now and you’ve probably 
experienced some change in your life so far. School, jobs, 
friendships, where you live, what you do for fun . . . there 
are a lot of things in life that will come and go.

With so much change all around you, it’s great to know that 
God’s love for you will never change. He’s your source of 
strength in the middle of any kind of trouble and can give 
you joy and peace in the best of times.

It’s good to stop and remember that, because we get so 
caught up thinking about the things we want, and how to 
get them.

Are those things important? Sure. Will they be just as 
important five or 10 years from now? Maybe. (Maybe not.)

Your relationship with God is your number one, can’t-miss, 
100 percent sure thing. He was there for you when you were 
five minutes old, and He’ll be there for you when you’re 50.

TALK TO GOD AND THANK HIM FOR 
BEING YOUR CONSTANT HELPER AND 
FRIEND.

HERE’S A FUN ONE.

Talk to your mom or dad, or another adult in your life. Ask 
them what was that one thing they just had to have when 
they were your age?

Look at some images or videos (maybe even some vintage 
commercials!) so you can see what they’re talking about.

Follow-up question . . . how long did it last? How long were 
they obsessed with that game, or those clothes, or that 
movie series, or those action figures? Do they still have them 
in a closet somewhere?

If you think about it, your parents had to be content with 
what they had because all the other great stuff that was to 
come hadn’t been invented yet. For example, they had to 
be content without a smartphone—they didn’t even have an 
option!

It might have been a different era back then, but the idea was 
the same as it is now. We all want stuff. We all struggle to be 
content with what we have. At the same time, we know that 
the only real way to be content is to realize that stuff can’t 
make you happy! 
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